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Are you looking for an evaluation version of a product?

If so you can download any of the below versions for testing. The product will function as normal except for an evaluation limitation. At the time of purchase we provide a license file via email that will allow the product to work in its full capacity. If you would also like an evaluation license to test without any restrictions for 30 days, please follow the directions provided here.




Are you having troubles in downloading?

If you experience errors, when you try to download a file, make sure your network policies (enforced by your company or ISP) allow downloading ZIP and/or MSI files.
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Release Notes
https://releases.aspose.com/pdf/net/release-notes/2024/aspose-pdf-for-net-24-01-release-notes/

Description
It contains Aspose.PDF for .NET 24.1 release MSI installer.

File Details
Boost your .NET solutions with the Aspose.PDF for .NET 24.1 version. This update equips you with a comprehensive toolkit for PDF creation, editing, and manipulation, form field management, improved conversion ability, text extraction capabilities, and more.
PDF Creation and Manipulation
This release includes numerous improvements allowing developers to work with various aspects of PDF creation and manipulation, including pages, text, images, attachments, fonts, bookmarks, annotations, forms, and security.
Enhanced Form Field Management
You can create interactive forms within your PDFs and manage form fields using properties like appearance, behavior, and data options. Aspose.PDF for .NET supports adding, removing, setting values, and flattening form fields.
File Conversion Capabilities
With this release, the file conversion abilities of the C# API have been further optimized, enabling seamless conversions, including PDF to HTML, PDF to PNG, and more.
Text Extraction
Gain better control over the format of extracted text, allowing you to choose between plain text, raw text, or text with basic formatting.
FDF Import
Import annotations from FDF (Forms Data Format) files into your PDFs with this release of the .NET PDF API.
Bug Fixes
Issues related to PDF/A compliance, JavaScript handling, document information management, memory leaks, form editability, document optimization, and more have been resolved.
You can view the list of all new features, enhancements, and bug fixes introduced in this release by visiting Aspose.PDF for .NET 24.1 Release Notes.
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